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A modified implant abutment holder fabricated with fused
deposition modeling to improve the transfer process for

implant-supported restorations

Yanping Liu, DDS,a Ye Lin, MD,b and Ping Di, MDc
ABSTRACT
Ingestion or aspiration of an implant abutment can occur in patients during the process of
abutment transfer for implant-supported restorations, especially in the posterior region. A
technique of fabricating an abutment holder is described to prevent ingestion or aspiration by
computer-aided design (CAD) and fused deposition modeling (FDM). The modified abutment
holder has a serrated handle for a firm grip and a barrel-shaped fixed portion that firmly secures
the abutment. The modified holder is more secure than the conventional hexagon screwdriver.
Furthermore, abutment holders can be easily manufactured by using 3D printers and repeatedly
used for multiple implants restoration without substitution. (J Prosthet Dent 2021;125:411-4)
The placement and removal of
implant abutments is a repeti-
tive process for implant-
supported restorations.1-3 The
abutments, abutment screws,
and even abutment holders
could be accidently dropped
into the patient’s mouth during
abutment transfer,4,5 present-

ing a risk of accidental ingestion or aspiration.6 Ingestion
or aspiration can result in obstruction, infection, cough,
fever, pneumonia, hemoptysis, and atelectasis.7,8

Commercially available hexagon screwdrivers are
primarily used to transfer the abutment and screw it to
the implant in accordance with the principle of me-
chanical interlocking.9 Although efforts are taken by cli-
nicians to prevent the dropping of abutments during the
transfer process, accidental swallowing or aspiration of
abutments still occurs.10 Therefore, a modified abutment
holder, different from the hexagon screwdriver, is pro-
posed to improve clinical safety while partially retaining
the functions of a screwdriver.11,12 Additionally, the
modified abutment holder improved the process of
abutment transfer to its correct location. The modified
abutment holder was designed by using computer-aided
design (CAD) and fabricated with medical grade poly-
lactic acid (PLA)-based material by using a 3D printer by
fused deposition modeling (FDM).13 The modified
abutment holder was used to transfer the abutments
during the clinical procedures.
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1. Create a cylinder (height=10 mm, diameter=10
mm) and 6 similar cuboids (length>10 mm,
width>2 mm, and height=2 mm) by using a
reverse engineering software program (Geomagic
Studio 12.0; Raindrop). Transform the features into
a virtual polygon. Subsequently, move the virtual
cuboids and place them around the cylinder
(Fig. 1A).

2. Subtract the overlaps between the cylinder and
cuboids by using a Boolean operation to generate
the main body of the handle (Fig. 1B). The gear
design of the handle improves manual fastening of
the abutment.

3. Generate a thin cylinder (height>10 mm, diam-
eter=2 mm) and overlap it over the handle; subtract
the thin cylinder to form a hole. A piece of dental
floss can be threaded through this hole to retrieve
the abutment holder if accidently dropped (Fig. 1C).
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Figure 1. Design processes of modified implant abutment holder by using computer-aided design. A, Place virtual cuboids around cylinder. B, Subtract
overlaps between cylinder and cuboids from cylinder to generate handle body. C, Subtract thin cylinder from handle to thread dental floss. D, Generate
2 cylinders with different diameters and superimpose their axes. E, Form fixed portion of abutment. F, Combine handle portion with fixed portion.
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4. Generate 2 cylinders with different diameters and
superimpose their axes. The diameter of the thinner
cylinder is determined for each treatment according
to the size of the abutment. The diameter of the
thicker cylinder should exceed that of the thinner
cylinder by 2 mm. Remove the thinner cylinder
(Fig. 1D). Subtract the overlap between the cylin-
ders from the thicker cylinder to form a fixed
E JOURNAL OF PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY
portion of the abutment (Fig. 1E). Fix the wall
thickness of the fixed portion of the abutment at 2
mm; a featheredge would make it fragile and a
thicker edge might obstruct the path of insertion of
the abutment.

5. Combine the handle portion with the fixed portion
by using a Boolean operation. Create the virtual
abutment holder with CAD technology (Fig. 1F) and
Liu et al



Figure 2. Modified abutment holder fabricated by fused deposition modeling. A, Front view. B, Side view.

Figure 3. A, Conventional hexagon screwdriver. B, Modified holder.
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save the file in standard tessellation language (STL)
format.

6. Transfer the STL file to the control center of a fused
deposition modeling (FDM) 3D printer (Lingtong III;
SHINOTECH) to fabricate the abutment holder with
PLA filaments (Fig. 2). The nozzle diameter of this
FDMprinter is 0.3mm.Set the thickness of the layer to
100 mm.Maintain the printing temperature at 200 �C.

7. Figure 3A shows a conventional hexagon screw-
driver (Screwdriver Machine UniGrip; Nobel Bio-
care) with an implant fastened to it, which is
unstable during abutment transfer procedure.

8. Fasten the abutment firmly by its fixed portion with
the substantial FDM abutment holder (Fig. 3B) and
transfer the abutment to the correct location in the
oral cavity. Steadily and swiftly screw the interim
abutment to its limit with the FDM holder.

9. Thereafter, mount the hexagon screwdriver and
torque wrench on the abutment and rotate the
screwdriver until the torque is 10 Ncm.
et al
DISCUSSION

The retention principle of the modified FDM abutment
holder differs from that of conventional hexagon screw-
drivers.14 This holder uses friction and elastic forces to
retain abutments. The frictional force is generated
because of the positive pressure exerted by the interface
of the thread walls with the fixed portion to the abut-
ment. The elastic force is generated by the shape memory
effect and microelastic property of the thermoplastic
material.15 The FDM fabrication, which involves
sequential buildup of the thermoplastic substance layer
by layer, is suitable for fabricating abutment holders.16

Moreover, the retention force can be adjusted by
modulating the 3D-printing parameters according to
clinical requirements. A limitation of the FDM abutment
holder is the barrel shape of the fixed portion, which may
not be suitable for all implant systems, such as holding
irregular or noncylindrical abutments. In such situations,
the redesigning of other individual fixed portions will be
required.
THE JOURNAL OF PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY
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PLA is a reasonably priced renewable material,17

and PLA abutment holders are disposable, which re-
duces the risk of cross infection. The advantage of this
modified abutment holder is that it prevents the risk of
accidental swallowing of abutments, particularly in the
placement of multiple abutments in the premolar and
molar region. The modified abutment holder might
reduce the chairside time by improving the efficiency of
the transfer process, although this should be explored in
a clinical study.

SUMMARY

This article describes a technique that facilitates the safe
transfer of abutments onto the corresponding implants,
minimizing accidental aspiration or swallowing of
abutments. This modified abutment holder has a
handle and a fixed portion, which are fabricated by
using CAD and FDM. The handle is specially designed,
with an easy grip that prevents accidental slippage of
the abutment. The fixed portion is fastened to the
bottom of the abutments to prevent accidental aspira-
tion or ingestion.
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